
COMA  Book Post and Packaging Cost. 
Due to the large A4 size of this book and quality of both editions, the fees to produce this book 
are very expensive unless of course we are printing thousands of copies in which case the price 
will drop considerably.  At the moment we are only able to print off small quantities, hopefully as 
demand  increases we can reduce the price.


Having said this the “Royal Mail” in the UK is also very expensive.


We have therefore listed “Post and Packaging” for the UK, Europe and the USA.

Other countries will have to be calculated on request. 

The fees offered to us by “The Royal Mail” UK is as follows:


Nov 2020 costs by Royal Mail: 

FULL UNCUT EDITION A4 size colour 278 Pages  Book Price:        	£22.00  + P&P 

Post and Package  anywhere in the UK  	 	  	  	 £ 4.10  
Post and Package to …                  Europe                           £11.60  
Post and Package to the..               USA                                £26.90 

CONDENSED EDITION A4 size colour 154 Pages  Book Price:     	 £13.00  +  P&P


Post and Package  anywhere in the UK  	 	  	  	 £ 4.10  
Post and Package to …                  Europe                           £ 9.55  
Post and Package to the..               USA                                           £21.18 

As stated on our website we want to get this information into the hands of the public, so 
this is why we offer both editions as FREE DOWNLOADS with opportunity if you wish to give 
a donation minimum of £1.00 Via PayPAl.  

For those who can afford and want to obtain a hard copy so as to be able to carry anywhere 
with you, having all the information at your fingertips, we are happy to supply these, but we 
are subjected to the cost of the printers on ”Volume” and |”Post and Packaging” to which 
we have no control, except that as books orders increase and volume we can reduce the 
production costs accordingly. 

My appreciation and thanks to all our website visitors and supporters 

Richard M. Phelan 

_________________________________________________


